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The Little Book of Superman Paul Levitz 2015 From a tragic beginning to
humanity's champion and protector, this tribute to the Man of Steel features
192 pages of the greatest Superman images and text by Paul Levitz, author of
the Eisner Award-winning 75 Years of DC Comics.
Nicotini Stefan Sichermann 2019-10-16
Stoned Beyond Belief Action Bronson 2019-03-19 The ultimate love letter to the
world’s most magical plant—weed—from the rapper, chef, TV star, and bestselling
author of F*ck, That’s Delicious. This is an exploration of every corner of the
pot galaxy, from highly scientific botanical analyses and the study of pot’s
medicinal benefits to a guide to the wild world of weed paraphernalia. It’s
also a very personal tribute to a substance Bronson refers to as life changing,
horizon-expanding, a conduit for happiness, a connector. Weed is to Action
Bronson what the madeleine was to Proust: the door to true consciousness.
Organized loosely as 100 entries, including thirty-five recipes, and packed
with illustrations and photos, Stoned Beyond Belief is a trippy and munchiefilled experience as well as an entertainingly valuable resource for weed
enthusiasts and scholars. Stoned Beyond Belief will delight Action Bronson fans
and pot aficionados all across the universe.
Moscow Babylon Owen Matthews 2002-05-05 Owen Matthews, a bilingual
twentysomething journalist in Moscow, is the third generation of his family to
become enmeshed in the body of Russia. This work presents Owen's tale of
decadence in contemporary Moscow, set against the story of his parents' cold
war love-affair.
Nicotini Stefan Sichermann 2016-12-05
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The Little Book of Wonder Woman Paul Levitz 2015 From her mythological roots to
feminist icon status, this definitive guide to all things Wonder Woman features
192 pages of the greatest images of the Amazon Princess and text by Paul
Levitz, author of the Eisner Award-winning 75 Years of DC Comics.
Dancing Arabs Sayed Kashua 2007-12-01 A nimble, engaging, unflinching debut
novel of a young Arab-Israeli who struggles to rise above larger forces beyond
his control. In this debut novel that “rings out on every page with a
compelling sense of human truth” (Kirkus Reviews), a nameless anti-hero
contends with the legacy of a grandfather who died fighting the Zionists in
1948, and a father who was jailed for blowing up a school cafeteria in the name
of freedom. When the narrator is granted a scholarship to an elite Jewish
boarding school, his family rejoices, dreaming that he will grow up to be the
first Arab to build an atom bomb. But to their dismay, he turns out to be a
coward devoid of any national pride; his only ambition is to fit in with his
Jewish peers who reject him. He changes his clothes, his accent, his eating
habits, and becomes an expert at faking identities, sliding between different
cultures, schools, and languages, and eventually a Jewish lover and an Arab
wife. With refreshing candor and self-deprecating wit, Dancing Arabs is a
“slyly subversive . . . chilling, convincing tale” (Publishers Weekly) that
brilliantly maps one man’s struggle to disentangle his personal and national
identities, only to tragically and inevitably forfeit both. “Despite its dark
prognosis, there is a lightness and dry humor that lifts it with the kind of
wings its protagonist once hoped for.” —Booklist
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